Data Sheet

Based upon framing of just
16mm thick, IsoTec’s 12mm
toughened glass door leaf is
surrounded by aluminium.
Either match or contrast with
the corresponding partitioning’s framework by polyester
powder coating it in a vast
range of colours or anodised,
for a metallic finish. Glass
with protected glass edges is
a benefit as the framing
prevents glass to glass
edges from damage.

Performance

Firerating

Acoustic
attenuation

Maximum
height

Deflection
allowance

Leaf
options

non fire
rated

up to
34dB Rw

up to
3000mm

n/a

Single
Leaf and a
half

Details
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W www.planetpartitioning.co.uk
Find us on:
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Burgess Hill, West Sussex
RH15 9TZ
T 01444 237300
E marketing@planetpartitioning.co.uk

Try our ultra slim IsoTec door for when style
and substance are desired
Featuring a 16mm wide visual frame, IsoTec’s 12mm toughened glass door leaf is surrounded by aluminium.
Either match or contrast with the corresponding partitioning’s framework by polyester powder coating it in a vast
range of colours, or anodise for a metallic finish. Protected glass edges are a benefit, as the framing prevents
glass-to-glass damage.

Aspirational
Elegance
IsoTec is the ideal complement for our
LOFT20 partitioning range. This industrial
style paneled glazing gives a fashionable
vibe to any environment. To create a polished
yet modern visual, match the width of the
LOFT system’s bands to the 16mm width
of IsoTec’s frame, for perfect symmetry.
If banded glazing is not required, partner
IsoTec with p20 for a stunning slim framed
appearance. Due to its sleek aesthetic, IsoTec is
resoundingly popular with our corporate clients.

ACOUSTICS
up to 34dB Rw
DIMENSIONS
up to 3000mm

In addition, an effective acoustic attenuation
of up to 34dB Rw can be achieved, when
acoustic drop seals are added.
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IsoTec
Door Thickness

(in mm)

16mm

Design Options

Metal framed glass door leaf
All glass door leaf
Swing door
Sliding door

Glazing Options

TECH SPEC

<

Single Glazed
Double Glazed

Leaf Options

Single leaf
Leaf and a half

Ironmongery Options

Lever handles and locks
Pull handles

<

Hinges
Self closing floorspring
Overhead door closer
Acoustic drop down seal
Fire Performance (single door)

Non Fire Rated
Fire Rated

Acoustic Performance (single door)

Minimum

n/a

Maximum

34dB Rw

*Please consult with Planet’s Technical Department for further details.
In line with our continuous development programme, details and specification may change without notice.
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